Improvement of transduction efficiency of recombinant adenovirus vector conjugated with cationic liposome for human oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines.
Adenovirus (Ad) vectors are commonly used in gene therapy trials because of their efficiency in gene transfer. However, their use is limited by immune responses that reduce transgene expression and decrease the efficiency of repeated vector administration. In this study, the efficacy of gene transduction and the tumor-cell killing effect on four human oral (SAS, HSC-2, HSC-3, HSC-4) and one murine squamous cell carcinoma cell (SCC-7, a kind gift of Dr. M. Hiraoka, Kyoto University) lines in vitro with Ad vector conjugated with catioic liposome (Ad/SUV) was evaluated. Ad/SUV resulted in two to five-fold over higher transduction efficiency in four human and one murine cell lines in vitro than Ad vector alone. The optimal Ad-SUV ratio was determined as 10(6) pfu of Ad vector with 1 micromol SUV. Ad/SUV showed more tumor-cell killing effect than Ad vector alone. Furthermore, the shielding effects of Ad vector with Ad/SUV from neutralizing antibody were evaluated. We also found that Ad/SUV is less susceptible to inactivation by neutralizing antibodies in vitro. The efficacy of gene transduction with Ad vector was blocked more than 70% with neutralizing serum, while Ad/SUV retained approximately 50% of the control activity in vitro. On the basis of these results, the anti-tumor effect with suicide gene therapy using Ad/SUV in vivo was evaluated. Three injections of Ad/SUV showed the inhibition of tumor growth compared with control in vivo. Our results suggested that an enhanced anti-tumor effect on human oral squamous cell carcinoma would be obtained with repeated administrations of Ad/SUV.